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Running hot

By TERRY MARTIN

Kia expects Australian sales boom to continue this year, targeting
65,000 units as Stonic crossover confirmed, next Sorento draws near

Stonic

SUPER: MUSTANG R-SPEC
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BIG: AUTO BUSHFIRE AID

KIA Motors Australia (KMAu) chief
operating officer Damien Meredith
is targeting ongoing growth for the
South Korean brand this year of four
to five per cent, taking its annual
sales up to around 65,000 units as
all-new models including the Stonic
baby crossover bolster its range.
In a media briefing in Melbourne
last weekend, Mr Meredith told
GoAuto that the company was looking
to displace Ford and secure a top-five
position among the leading motor
companies in Australia, with Kia’s
continuing underlying strength to
come from a full year of trading with
the recently released Seltos small SUV
and the new fourth-generation Sorento
large SUV that will launch in about six
months’ time with diesel power, and
towards the end of the year with petrol.
Mr Meredith said he anticipated
its ever-strengthening SUV line-up
to compensate for some softening
of its total passenger car sales,
particularly as stocks of Optima run
down and the mid-size sedan is not

replaced, but the top-selling Cerato
small car – which racked up 21,757
sales last year, up 16.8 per cent on
2018 and accounting for 35 per cent
of the brand’s total volume (61,503)
– is expected to hold firm.
Kia’s planned electric vehicle
rollout, which was originally intended
to kick off with the e-Niro and Soul
EV at this month’s Australian Open
tennis tournament before production
for overseas markets scuppered the
local plan, might also still take place
later this year (supply permitting),
although Mr Meredith said 2021 was
shaping up as the year KMAu enters
the EV marketplace with these two
models and possibly more.
He is particularly keen on
suggestions that the Picanto city car
might become an all-electric model –
“we’d look very, very favourably at
that” – while the first of an all-new
dedicated EV model family, which
is part of the ‘Plan S’ global strategy
announced earlier this month, is also
due for international release next year.
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Mr Meredith would not comment
on Kia’s crucial forthcoming midsize pick-up, but this model line –
to cover a full range of body styles,
powertrains and drivelines – remains
the lynchpin to the company’s longheld goal to reach 100,000 annual
sales by about mid-decade, which
could see it become a top-three
brand in Australia behind the allconquering Toyota and alongside review the business case.
Mazda and affiliate brand Hyundai.
Coupe-style SUVs, as demonstrated
A large off-roader based on the by a variety of concepts, look to be
same ladder-frame chassis
similarly in the mix.
is expected to emerge
Mr Meredith said a broader
around the same time as
attack on the light-commercial
the ute, while Mr Meredith
vehicle market in conjunction
confirmed that he is also
with the pick-up was on the
working on the case to bring
agenda, too, which could
other larger SUVs to market.
herald a van range and a return
The monocoque-chassis Damien Meredith to light/medium trucks.
American-built Telluride large SUV
The comprehensive model rollout
had been ruled out as a left-hand- lends weight to KMAu’s lofty
drive-only proposition, but Hyundai ambitions, but Mr Meredith said
Motor Co Australia’s success in Kia’s ongoing development as a
securing the related Palisade for more sophisticated brand, backed by
launch here has prompted KMAu to a reassuring seven-year/unlimitedkilometre warranty, was the basis for
its success where others were going
backwards in the current market.
“Over the past 10 years, I think
PUBLISHER: John Mellor
we’ve had pretty good product, it’s just
EDITOR: Terry Martin
that people had a ‘cheap and cheerful’
JOURNALISTS: Ron Hammerton, Robbie Wallis,
Byron Mathioudakis, Haitham Razagui,
mentality about it – and we’ve been
Neil Dowling, Nathan Ponchard, Callum Hunter
able to change that,” he said.
PRODUCTION: Luc Britten, Ian James
“I think the seven-year warranty
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newsroom@goautomedia.net Ph: (03) 9598 6477
has given people permission to
look at our brand, I really do. That’s
helped us dramatically, and I think
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Current Sorento GT

that we’ve also been consistent with
our programming, etc, which has
worked well.
“And we couldn’t have doubled
our volume in five years without
great product, that’s the catalyst.”
There is a large gulf between
65,000 sales that should see Kia crack

Seltos Sport+

fifth position this year and the 85,000plus units KMAu needs to overtake
Mitsubishi and threaten Hyundai and
Mitsubishi for a podium position.
But Mr Meredith is optimistic that
the company can achieve its goals,
capitalising as rival brands falter in
the increasingly difficult market.

“I think with our product plan and
our brand improvement, I think we
can get to 100,000 cars if and when
we get a light-commercial range by
2025, 2026,” he said.
FULL STORY: CLICK HERE
All set for Stonic – next page
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All set for Stonic

Fourth-quarter debut for sub-Seltos small SUV
as Kia prepares dual compact crossover attack
By TERRY MARTIN

KIA Motors Australia (KMAu) has
given the green light to the baby Stonic
SUV after earlier suggesting it was not
an entirely suitable fit for the market
here, with the South Korean brand
now preparing to launch a doublebarrelled attack on the burgeoning
compact crossover segment.
Launched overseas in 2017 and
scheduled to arrive in Australia in the
final quarter, the Stonic will sit below
the recently launched Seltos small
SUV, and just upstream from the
Cerato small car, with Kia targeting
the likes of Mazda’s CX-3 which starts
from $22,710 plus on-road costs.
Australian
pricing
and
specification are still to be released,
but this entry point is the marker
KMAu is targeting with the Koreansourced Stonic.
The company has confirmed
SUBSCRIBE FREE: CLICK HERE

that it is close to finalising a local
suspension tune for the Stonic,
striking a better balance between
ride quality and handling for
Australian conditions than provided
by the less forgiving European setup, while two familiar petrol engines
are expected to be offered at launch.
These include a 1.0-litre threecylinder T-GDi turbo-petrol engine
– as seen in the local Rio GT-Line
– that in other markets where Stonic
is sold produces 88kW of power
at 6000rpm and 171Nm of torque
from 1500-4000rpm, driving the
front wheels through a six-speed
manual or seven-speed dual-clutch
automatic transmission.
The other powertrain is a
74kW/133Nm 1.4-litre naturally
aspirated four-cylinder – as also
used in the local Rio – paired with
either a six-speed manual or six-

ADVERTISE: CLICK HERE

speed automatic transmission.
An 84kW/280Nm 1.6-litre turbodiesel available overseas will not be
offered here.
The Stonic measures 4140mm
long, 1760mm wide and 1520mm
high, resting on a 2580mm
wheelbase.
The
Seltos,
by
comparison, is 4370mm long,
1800mm wide and 1615mm high,
on a 2630mm wheelbase.

Maximum luggage volume is 352
litres with the rear seats upright,
extending to 1155L with them
folded, compared to the Seltos’
433/1393L capacity.
Kia also claims the Stonic’s cabin
offers plenty of space for occupants,
with 1070mm and 850mm legroom
for front and rear passengers
respectively, 996/975mm headroom
and 1375/1355mm shoulder-room.

Front knee-room is also said to be
generous for this class thanks to the
‘D-cut’ steering wheel and raised,
flat base of the dashboard, while the
fuel tank is positioned beneath the
rear bench to liberate extra legroom
for rear seat passengers and enable a
low seating position.
FULL STORY: CLICK HERE
‘Sonet’ sketch – next page
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‘Sonet’ sketch
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THE GAME

CHANGER
Kia sketches all-new crossover ahead of world
debut in India, but Australia rules it out
By CALLUM HUNTER

KIA is preparing to unveil an allnew compact crossover in India
at the Delhi Auto Expo 2020 next
week but there are no plans to
introduce the model dubbed ‘Sonet’
in Australia, where the South
Korean brand’s model range will be
bolstered by the Stonic baby SUV
later this year.
Codenamed QYI and shown in

SUBSCRIBE FREE: CLICK HERE

sketches ahead of its unveiling,
the Sonic is tipped to measure in at
under four metres in length, sitting
below both the Seltos small SUV
and the just-confirmed light-sized
Stonic to add yet another offering in
the fast-growing segment.
Kia Motors Australia general
manager of product planning
Roland Rivero this week confirmed
to GoAuto that there are no plans
for the all-new crossover to be
introduced here – despite the ‘Sonet’
moniker being recently trademarked
in Australia.
“Despite the Sonet name being
registered on IP Australia in
December, there are currently
no plans for introduction in our
market,” he said.
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Looking past the mega-sized
wheels and other details that look
to be reserved for the show car,
the QYI clearly follows Kia’s
signature design formula with the
familiar wide but short ‘tiger nose’
grille, aggressive-looking lower
chin and foglights, and angular
headlights.
New touches on the front of the
QYI are headlined by two large
air intakes skirting the foglights
and feeding seamlessly into the

flared wheelarches.
The cabin and glasshouse closely
resemble that of the bigger Seltos
while the thick, curved C-pillar
could have come straight off the
current-generation Sportage, albeit
angled back a bit.
At the rear, the curved window
wraps nearly all the way around
the back of the tailgate and a
horizontal red LED strip runs
underneath the rear glass and links
the two tail-light clusters.

Further
down,
the
rear
bumper mimics the front in its
aggressiveness, resembling a rear
diffuser with a large chrome exhaust
tucked in the left corner.
Kia Motors Australia only
launched the Seltos late last year,
giving it a long-awaited entry into
the burgeoning sub-$40,000 small
SUV category.
The Stonic is due to arrive in the
final quarter, slotting in between
Seltos and the Cerato small car.
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Bushfire relief

Auto industry’s contribution to bushfire recovery
tops $4.8m after huge pledges from VW, Holden
By HAITHAM RAZAGUI

AUSTRALIA’S
automotive
industry has contributed at least $4.8
million of cash and in-kind aid to
areas ravaged by the bushfire crisis,
with the true total likely to soar
north of $5 million due to several
corporate donations remaining
undisclosed or unannounced.
There have also been significant
fundraising and other support efforts
by individual vehicle dealerships
both in bushfire-affected areas and
nationally.
Volkswagen and GM Holden have
respectively chipped in $2.5m and
$1m, with another $473,000 coming
from Toyota, $400,000 from BMW
and up to $150,000 pledged by Ford
through its philanthropic fund.
Other big pledges have come from
Isuzu Ute Australia and motorcycle
SUBSCRIBE FREE: CLICK HERE

dealership group Peter Stevens.
Mazda and Hyundai have confirmed
they made unpublicised contributions
while Kia’s donation is linked to its
sponsorship of the Australian Open
tennis tournament that has in turn
raised many millions of dollars.
Mitsubishi, Nissan, Jaguar Land
Rover and Peugeot are among
those helping out with the supply
of vehicles to affected areas, with
the former joining Nissan and VW
in offering support to customers of
their financial services divisions
whose ability to keep up repayments
are impacted by the bushfires.
Mercedes-Benz Australia/Pacific
has also confirmed to GoAuto that
it is “finalising a comprehensive
response plan to ensure our
contribution has the greatest possible
impact to those in need” that will

ADVERTISE: CLICK HERE

include “a combination of monetary
donations, fundraising efforts,
vehicle support and volunteering
opportunities to assist the rebuild”.
Volkswagen Group Australia
managing director Michael Bartsch
said last week the company’s bumper
donation would be split three ways:
$1m to “organisations involved
with endangered wildlife” and $1m
“towards reforestation”, with the
remaining $500K “designated for
the fire services and the relief of
those affected by the fires”.
“Thousands continue to suffer
from this unprecedented disaster,”
he said. “Volkswagen has been part
of Australian life since the 1950s.

Therefore, we step up both to assist
those at forefront of this crisis and to aid
in what will be a protracted recovery.”
GM Holden announced that it will
plough the first $200,000 of its $1m
donation toward Australian Red
Cross Disaster Relief, with the rest
“directed to where it will make the
most meaningful impact”.
Toyota
Australia
pledged
donations to Salvation Army of
$3000 and $6000 respectively for
every four and six hit during the
Sydney test and Big Bash League
(BBL) cricket match on January 6,
culminating in a total of $223,000
in addition to the $250K jointly
pledged in November by Toyota

Australia and its Japanese parent
company, also destined for Salvos.
BMW Group Australia confirmed
to GoAuto that the company is
“contributing $400,000” to bushfire
relief causes and that “dealers have
also proven extremely generous and
added to that”.
Two thirds of Ford’s $150K
pledge will go to Australian Red
Cross, with the rest being a promise
to match up to $50,000 of donations
made by the company’s employees
and dealers.
Isuzu Ute has also announced
a $50,000 donation split evenly
between the Salvation Army Australia
Disaster Appeal and the World
Wildlife Fund, while Peter Stevens
has promised to donate up to $50K of
its February online sales revenue plus
proceeds of other fundraising efforts
to Salvation Army, Red Cross and
Wildlife Victoria.
FULL STORY: CLICK HERE
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Going fast

Ford’s Mustang R-Spec almost at sell-out point
as first example rolls off local production line
By CALLUM HUNTER

FORD Australia has officially
signed off on the first finished
Mustang R-Spec ahead of the
model’s delivery to dealerships.
Priced at $99,980 plus on-road
costs, just 500 R-Specs are being
produced by Ford and Herrod
Performance, all of which will be
individually numbered and badged.
The occasion was marked last
week when Ford Australia and
New Zealand chief executive Kay
Hart joined Herrod Performance
boss Rob Herrod and the R-Spec
production team in Melbourne to
sign off on Build #001.
“It’s so great to be here with Rob
and the team with the Mustang
R-Spec Build #001 – it has been a
passion project for us all,” she said.
“It’s fantastic to be able to
SUBSCRIBE FREE: CLICK HERE

celebrate with the team that has
worked so hard to reach this
milestone, enabling us to bring a
supercharged Mustang to Australian
customers.”
Mr Herrod said the day was a
special one and the result of a huge
team effort.
“The Mustang R-Spec is
something that we’re very proud of,
and we’re humbled by the passion
and enthusiasm for the car since we
showed it late last year, and had the
great Dick Johnson himself drive
around Mount Panorama, Bathurst,”
he said.
While official power figures are yet
to be released, the R-Spec features
a Roush-based 12psi 2.65-litre
supercharger kit which when
applied aftermarket to the 5.0-litre
V8 produces 522kW of power and

ADVERTISE: CLICK HERE

827Nm of torque (up 179kW and
258Nm), so a kilowatt count north
of 500 and more than 800Nm is well
and truly on the cards.
To allow the blown V8 to breathe
out as well as it breathes in, Herrod
has also fitted an active sports
exhaust with four noise settings
accessed via buttons on the steering
wheel ranging from ‘quiet’ to
‘racetrack’.

The standard GT’s suspension has
been upgraded using thicker Ford
Performance adjustable stabiliser
bars front (37mm) and rear
(25.2mm) – 5mm and 3mm thicker
respectively than standard.
The R-Spec also rides 20mm
lower than its GT donor car with
visual pizzazz also a priority as well
as performance, according to Ford
designer Dave Dewitt.

“That starts with the stance, and the
unique 19-inch Ford Performance
alloy wheels combined with the
Ford
Performance
suspension
package,” he said.
“When we combine these
functional upgrades with the unique
design cues, the result is a meaner,
more aggressive attitude and more
flattering silhouette, the car just
looks ready to go.”
These design cues include
black decals and stripes, unique
lower front valance and spoiler,
bigger intake, blackened headlight
surrounds and black Pony badge.
FULL STORY: CLICK HERE
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Ford’s own tyre and car servicing centre is now
up and running in Melbourne pilot scheme
By CALLUM HUNTER

FORD has opened its first Quick Lane
Tyre and Auto Centre in Australia – in
Hoppers Crossing, Victoria – which
promises affordable and versatile
while-you-wait car servicing.
Already a success overseas, Quick
Lane was established in 1997 by
Ford Motor Company in the United
States as a pilot program which
quickly took off, with more than
1100 service centres now operating
around the world.

SUBSCRIBE FREE: CLICK HERE

The Victorian store was officially
opened last week at a launch event
attended by Quick Lane global
chief executive John Hanighen,
Quick Lane international markets
chief operating officer Jesus Metelo
Arias, Quick Lane Australia general
manager Tim Bill and other company
representatives and dignitaries.
Mr Bill said the company had a
detailed growth plan for Australia,
with Melbourne to be the epicentre
of the network which operates
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Your business can now connect with a leading
national Partner of choice delivering nextgen
roadside technology

independently of its dealerships and
can handle vehicles from a variety
of brands – not just those with a
Blue Oval badge.
This was demonstrated by the
showcase of a range of (albeit
special) vehicles at the launch event,
including a Falcon XY GTHO Phase
3 replica, a VN Commodore SS and
a one-off track-prepared Mustang
that Scott McLaughlin drove in
last year’s Supercars Adelaide
promotions.

Partner. Connect. Grow.

“Quick Lane will first be
established in Melbourne, with the
pilot store in Hoppers Crossing to
be followed by stores in other parts
the city,” Mr Bill said.
“We’re in discussions with a
number of potential franchisees and
the momentum has increased since
the opening of the first store.
“Its point of difference is quality
service delivery at a value price
position, providing while-you-wait
light vehicle servicing and repairs.”

Despite being owned by Ford,
Quick Lane says it caters for virtually
any make and model and can cover
almost any mechanical issue.
“The Quick Lane approach is
open and consultative – making
recommendations for what needs
to be done, so that customers
can be in control of planning for
their vehicle’s current and future
maintenance needs,” Mr Bill said.
FULL STORY: CLICK HERE
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Turbo boost
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Current BRZ

All eyes on next Subaru BRZ/Toyota 86 spooling up
with turbo power as news of all-new 1.8T emerges
By CALLUM HUNTER

SUBARU may have inadvertently
revealed
and
perhaps
even
confirmed a fairly major detail of
the next-generation BRZ sportscar
– that it will have forced induction;
more specifically, a turbo.
A graphic on Subaru’s global
website revealed the Japanese brand
was working on a “new downsized
turbo engine” and indicated the new
powerplant could be with us by the
end of the year.
The engine in question is an allnew turbocharged 1.8-litre “leanburn” flat-four unit, which according
to Subaru is initially destined for the
next-generation
Japanese-market
Levorg due to launch later this year.
When questioned by GoAuto,
Subaru Corporation executives in
Japan would not reveal any further
SUBSCRIBE FREE: CLICK HERE

details of the new engine, let alone
possible ties to both the BRZ and
the Toyota 86 developed in tandem.
“Next-generation Subaru BRZ
is under development, joint
development with Toyota,” a
spokesperson told GoAuto. “We
cannot tell more than that.”
Even the release date of the
next-generation coupe is being
kept closely under wraps, though
Japanese publication Best Car
reported last year that a launch was
slated for the first half of 2021.
“We cannot tell the timing,” the
spokesperson said.
The world’s motoring press was
sent into a frenzy earlier this month
after reports emerged speculating
the coupe twins could be powered
by Subaru’s current turbocharged
2.4-litre four-cylinder boxer engine,

ADVERTISE: CLICK HERE

Registrations open
™

producing 194kW of power and
374Nm of torque in the overseas
Legacy (Liberty) and Outback XTs.
GoAuto reported at the time
that if the BRZ/86 did score the
2.4-litre turbo, they would actually
outmuscle the just-announced fourcylinder Toyota Supra by 4kW and
only trail on torque by 26Nm –
making it a perhaps little too close
for comfort for Toyota, which has
decided not to bring the four-pot
Supra sportscar to Australia.

Contact us for more information
P: 07 3868 9944
E: info@dealer-auction.com.au

In that report, Toyota Australia
senior public affairs specialist
Orlando Rodriguez said 86 fans had
been asking for more power, but not at
the cost of the current car’s dynamics.
The current 2.0-litre flat-four engine
produces 152kW/212Nm in manual
guise, but a wealth of aftermarket turbo
and supercharger kits have become
available and found popularity in
recent years, upping the power in
some cases by more than 80kW.
While Subaru is remaining tight-

lipped on the new lean-burn engine,
the 1.6-litre and 2.0-litre turbo
units in the current Levorg produce
125kW/250Nm and 197kW/350Nm
respectively.
Last year, Subaru sold 399 BRZs in
Australia while Toyota did marginally
better with 568 units, accounting for
a combined 13.6 per cent of the sub$80,000 sportscar market that was
down 35.6 per cent year-on-year.
Subaru electrifies – next page
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Subaru electrifies

XV Hybrid (left) and Forester Hybrid

Firm commitments on EVs, hybrids set as Subaru
vows to put own twist on Toyota-sourced tech
By CALLUM HUNTER

THE future of Subaru is electric
according to the Japanese carmaker’s senior-most executives, who
last week outlined the company’s
plan to have at least 40 per cent of its
global sales made up of full-electric
and hybrid vehicles by 2030.
Another goal outlined by
president Tomomi Nakamura was to
“apply electrification technologies
to all Subarus sold worldwide” by
the first half of 2030.
“At the same time, as we work
to fulfil our social responsibilities,
including the protection of the
global environment, we will
leverage Subaru’s unique character
and technological innovation to
contribute to the creation of a
carbon-free society,” he said.
The announcements came just
weeks after the company revealed
pricing for its first two AustralianSUBSCRIBE FREE: CLICK HERE

bound hybrids – variants of the XV and
Forester SUVs that launch in March –
and news agency Reuters reported that
Subaru would put its own twist on the
Toyota-sourced technology.
“Although we’re using Toyota
technology, we want to make
hybrids that are distinctly Subaru,”
chief technology officer Tetsuo
Onuki said.
“It’s not only about reducing
CO2 emissions. We need to further
improve vehicle safety and the
performance of our all-wheel drive.”
In the official press release
following the media briefing,
Subaru said it will stay true to
its commitment of delivering
“enjoyment and peace of mind”
to its customers by evolving its
iconic boxer engines and signature
symmetrical all-wheel-drive system.
Looking a further 20 years down
the line, the brand also hopes to reduce
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average well-to-wheel CO2 emissions
from operating new vehicles sold
worldwide by more than 90 per cent
by 2050 compared to 2010 levels.
“Even in this once-in-a-century
period of profound transformation,
Subaru’s strong commitment and
dedication towards car manufacturing
that we have cultivated throughout
our history remain unchanged,” Mr
Nakamura said.
“With the aim of making Subaru
different from other brands, we will

further hone the distinctive qualities
that make a Subaru a Subaru,
maintaining the unique attributes
our customers have come to expect.”
As reported, Subaru’s first hybrids
for the Australian market will be
launched in March and feature a
110kW/196Nm 2.0-litre petrol fourcylinder boxer engine paired with a
12kW/66Nm electric motor.
The XV Hybrid AWD will start at
$38,580 plus on-road costs – $2050
upstream of the current top-spec

2.0i-S AWD – while two versions of
the Forester Hybrid will be available,
the L AWD (from $39,990) and S
AWD (from $45,990).
Subaru claims the XV Hybrid will
offer a 14 per cent improvement in
fuel efficiency over the equivalent
petrol model on the urban cycle and
a 7.0 per cent improvement on the
combined cycle, while the Forester
Hybrid will offer improvements of 19
per cent and 9.0 per cent respectively
(compared to 2.5-litre petrol variants).
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Yaris hybrid near

Prius C on the way out as Toyota Australia confirms
May launch for first hybrid version of Yaris light car
By CALLUM HUNTER

TOYOTA Australia is claiming its
upcoming Yaris hybrid will be the
brand’s most fuel-efficient model
when it lobs in May, returning as
little as 3.3 litres per 100km on the
combined cycle.
Replacing the slow-selling Prius
C, the first-ever hybrid Yaris will
use a new 1.5-litre three-cylinder
petrol-electric powertrain, with
output figures still to be released.
Specifications for non-hybrid
versions that will use the same
1.5-litre three-pot engine (sans
electric motor) also remain
undisclosed, while a 1.0-litre
triple bound for Europe will not be
offered here.
According to Toyota Australia
sales and marketing vice-president
Sean Hanley, the new Yaris, which
is built on the Toyota New Global
Architecture (TNGA) platform, will
SUBSCRIBE FREE: CLICK HERE

boast dynamics to match its leading
fuel efficiency.
“The all-new Toyota Yaris is a
marked step up from the current
car in every respect and will deliver
the outstanding fuel efficiency and
advanced safety technology that our
customers demand,” he said.
“It will also offer a substantially
more engaging drive, superb
comfort and refinement and the sort
of contemporary styling to make it
truly stand out in the crowd.”
Away from the efficiency talk, the
new Yaris will also take a step up in
terms of safety and equipment, with
standard features to include Toyota’s
most advanced pre-collision safety
system and adaptive cruise control.
With its focus on fuel economy,
it comes as no real surprise that
Toyota will also use the launch of
the Yaris hybrid to retire its lightsized hybrid, the Prius C.

ADVERTISE: CLICK HERE

“With the imminent arrival
of the all-new Yaris, Toyota has
rationalised its line-up and will
discontinue sales of the Prius C
hatch – first launched here in 2012
– in the second quarter of 2020,”
Toyota said in a statement.
While the Prius C will be retired,
the existing full-sized Prius as well
as its people-mover counterpart, the
Prius V, will continue.
Last year, Toyota recorded 9853
Yaris sales in contrast to 415 for
Prius C, with the latter experiencing
a 19.9 per cent decrease in sales
compared to 2018 while the Yaris
only dropped 3.3 per cent.
Local pricing of the new Yaris
will be revealed closer to its launch.

RENAULT REVEALS CLIO, CAPTUR ‘E-TECH’ HYBRIDS
By CALLUM HUNTER

AS DEMAND for hybrids grows
stronger and emissions regulations
tighten, more manufacturers are
entering the eco-market including
Renault, which is upping its game
with the new Clio E-Tech and
Captur E-Tech Plug-in.
Debuting at the Brussels motor
show earlier this month and
not yet confirmed for sale in
Australia, the new hybrids share
a 1.6-litre four-cylinder petrol
engine coupled to two electric
motors, offering a combined
103kW of power in the Clio and
118kW in the Captur.

Clio E-Tech

Both are paired with a new multimode clutchless gearbox.
Where the two models differ is in
their recharging systems, with the
Clio E-Tech being a regular hybrid
with a 1.2kWh battery while the
Captur E-Tech utilises a plug-in
hybrid system and steps things up
with a 9.8kWh battery.
FULL STORY: CLICK HERE
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Honda hy bids
Car subscription made easy.
With options to sell your vehicles or share revenue.
Carbar looks after everything else.
CR-V Hybrid

Australian product plans include ‘active’ stance
on hybrids, EVs but next Jazz in doubt, City out
By NATHAN PONCHARD

HONDA Australia director Stephen
Collins has confirmed that the
company plans to make a hybrid
drivetrain available in every model
line going forward, but this will only
apply to new-generation vehicles.
At a roundtable meeting late
last month at the launch of the
new-generation Accord mid-size
sedan, which marks the return of
Honda’s hybrid technology to the
mainstream Australian market,
Mr Collins emphasised that the
Japanese brand’s hybrid portfolio
“is a space we’re going to be much
more active in”.
But this electrified future will
not include the hybrid version of
the fifth-generation CR-V launched
overseas recently, which shares its
2.0-litre ‘i-MMD’ Atkinson-cycle
SUBSCRIBE FREE: CLICK HERE

hybrid drivetrain with the new
Accord.
Mr Collins confirmed that an
electrified version of Honda’s
medium SUV will have to wait until
the next full model change because
Australia’s main Honda production
source in Ayutthaya, Thailand, does
not build the new CR-V Hybrid.
As for importing this crucial
variant from another (more
expensive) production source, Mr
Collins stated “we can’t make it
work”.
Also unlikely to make it to
Australia is the next-generation
Jazz, which was unveiled at the
recent Tokyo motor show.
With enough production supply
of the existing Jazz to continue
throughout 2020, a final decision
is yet to be made, though given Mr
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Learn more here
Or Call Shane Taylor on 0417 934 344

You can be confident in knowing we’re proudly backed by Insurance Australia Group.
IAG’s businesses underwrite over $11billion of premium per annum, selling insurance
under many leading brands including NRMA Insurance, CGU, SGIO, SGIC, Swann
Insurance and WFI (Australia); and NZI, State, AMI and Lumley Insurance
(New Zealand). For further information visit www.carbar.com.au/dealers

Collins’ analysis of the dwindling
light-car category – “it’s very, very
challenging” – there is only a slim
chance of seeing a new Jazz here.
Around 70 per cent of existing
Jazz models sold in Australia are the
base VTi auto, leaving little scope
to justify more expensive (and
profitable) variants.
Due to the weakness of the Aussie
dollar, Mr Collins said it was not
surprising that “a lot of manufacturers
are moving away from base grades”.

As for the new range-topping Jazz
Hybrid, this also will not be available
from the Thai factory, which
guarantees its no-go status.
Also continuing into 2020, but
with its head firmly on the chopping
block, is the Jazz-based City sedan.
Mr Collins confirmed “the segment
with City is absolutely dying” in
Australia, leaving little justification
for certifying the new-generation
City already on sale in Asia.
As GoAuto has reported, there are

also no plans for the brand’s first
mass-market electric vehicle, the
Honda E, to be sold in Australia in
the short term.
There is, however, positive news
for Honda Australia’s model line-up
over the next six months.
A facelifted Civic hatch has been
announced this month, sporting the
upgrades already rolled out on the
sedan earlier in 2019.
FULL STORY: CLICK HERE
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Mitsubishi probe
FIXED OPERATIONS MANAGER
• Excellent remuneration package • Training, mentoring and career development opportunities
• Inspiring and fun working environment • Great location, based in Oakleigh
PM Automotive Group is one of the longest established privately owned automotive groups in Australia, for over
100 years providing lifestyle solutions that meet the changing needs of current and future generations. The Group
employs more than 400 team members across 12 locations in Victoria and is constantly expanding.

MMAL awaits advice as police raid offices across
Germany over alleged emissions cheating
By HAITHAM RAZAGUI

MITSUBISHI Motors has been
added to the list of car-makers
being investigated over potential
emissions test cheating, revolving
around its 1.6-litre and 2.2-litre
turbo-diesel engines used in
European-market vehicles.
The
Japanese
company’s
Australian arm, Mitsubishi Motors
Australia Limited (MMAL), issued
a statement last week saying it was
awaiting confirmation of whether
the probe into potential defeat
devices – as per the Volkswagen
Group ‘dieselgate’ scandal –
embroils engines used in this and
other markets.
According
to
Automotive
News Europe, the German public
prosecutor is investigating Euro
5 and Euro 6 versions of the two
four-cylinder turbo-diesels sold
since 2014 and has issued a request
SUBSCRIBE FREE: CLICK HERE

to owners of vehicles using these
engines to contact police.
In addition, German police and
prosecutors raided a number of
premises in Frankfurt, Hanover and
Regensburg including the offices
of both Mitsubishi Motors and
component supplier Continental.
Both Mitsubishi Motors and
Continental have confirmed they are
co-operating with the investigation
while Bosch, which last year was
fined approximately €90 million
($A146m) for its role in allegedly
enabling car-makers to cheat
on emissions tests, has denied
involvement.
MMAL’s statement said the
company was “informed of an
inspection this morning of its
German distributor as well as of
its European R&D facilities, also
based in Germany, by European
authorities”.
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We are currently seeking a highly motivated and experienced leader to join
our team as a Fixed Operations Manager. Integral to our success, you will be
responsible for the reputation, efficiency, and profitability of our Chadstone
Ford and Hyundai site. This is the perfect role for someone who has extensive
experience in Service Managing, and is ready to take the next step in their
career and grow in a role with a larger scope.
Key responsibilities include (but not limited to):
• Lead, coach, mentor, train and develop the Service team members.
• Set and maintain high standards of customer service and customer satisfaction.
• Manage and control departmental expenses while meeting budget and
absorption targets.
• Co-plan advertising/promotions and review their effectiveness.
• Day-to-day operation and standards of the Service department.
Who are we looking for?
• A minimum of 5+ years’ experience as a Service Manager within the auto industry.

• Availability to work a 5-day roster, Monday to Saturday.
• Current driver’s licence.
• Excellent leadership, managerial, financial and problem-solving skills.
• Results oriented – Committed to achieving targets.
• Good work ethic and attendance reliability, excellent communication skills.
• Self-motivated with a passion for cars, people and delivering exceptional
customer service.
Why should you join us?
• Be part of a thriving business; work among the brightest minds in the industry.
• Fully-maintained company vehicle.
• Exclusive benefits and discounts on vehicles, parts and services.
• Employee Assistance Program, supporting yourself and your immediate family.
• A rewarding employment experience and supportive business culture.
• PM Group is an equal opportunity employer and encourages both male and
female applicants.

To apply, please send your resume and cover letter to our
HR Business Partner: Vuong.Tran@pmgroup.com.au

“We are awaiting clarification from
Mitsubishi Motors Corporation in
Japan as to whether this investigation
impacts any vehicles outside of
Europe,” the company said.
In 2016, Mitsubishi Motors
copped a ¥50 billion ($A664m) hit to
its bottom line in Japan for falsifying
fuel consumption figures dating
back to the early 1990s on a number
of Japanese domestic market ‘kei’
micro cars sold under the Mitsubishi
and Nissan brands.

Much of this penalty was
compensation to owners of affected
vehicles for the higher-thanadvertised petrol usage as well as
back-payments on fuel consumption
taxes, repaying government subsidies
for fuel-efficient vehicles and
recompensing Nissan and suppliers
hit by the scandal.
As reported by GoAuto in 2017,
Mitsubishi Motors intends to slash
investment into diesel technology
after 2020.

PM AUTOMOTIVE GROUP

In future, Mitsubishi is expected
to leverage its strength in plug-in
hybrid technology within its alliance
with Renault and Nissan.
In addition to Volkswagen Group,
car-makers investigated for emissions
cheating since the ‘dieselgate’
scandal broke in 2015 include BMW,
Mercedes-Benz parent company
Daimler, Fiat Chrysler Automobiles,
Renault and PSA.
FULL STORY: CLICK HERE
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Q3 Sportback set

Audi’s all-new compact crossover to land here
in March, priced from $49,900 plus on-roads
By ROBBIE WALLIS

AUDI Australia has released pricing
and specification for its all-new Q3
Sportback small coupe-style SUV,
which is set to touch down locally
in March priced from $49,900 plus
on-roads for the 35TFSI S-Line.
Like its wagon-style sibling, the
Q3 Sportback will launch with the
35TFSI engine in S-Line and Launch
Edition guise, with the S-Line priced
$3500 above the Q3 and the Launch
Edition $3700 dearer at $56,450.
Specification and styling of the
Q3 Sportback largely mirrors that
of the wagon, with some minor
changes such as a longer and lower

PRICING:

35TFSI S-Line (a)
35TFSI Launch Ed (a)

$49,900
$56,450
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body, sloped back, wheelarch flares
and 19-inch alloy wheels – one inch
larger than the wagon.
As the sportier of the two Q3
offerings, the Sportback has a
sharper steering response than the
wagon, although its sloped back
does not forego any storage space
compared to the wagon, with both
sporting 530 litres of storage up to
1400L with the 40:20:40 rear seats
folded.
Inside, the Q3 Sportback features
the same MMI infotainment
system consisting of a 10.1-inch
touchscreen and 10.25-inch digital
instrument cluster with DAB+
digital radio reception, voice
control, wireless Apple CarPlay
and charging, Audi Connect Plus
software with sat-nav and real-time
traffic information plus a collection

ADVERTISE: CLICK HERE

of USB-A and USB-C ports.
Leather seats are standard along
with a leather multifunction steering
wheel, two-zone climate control and
ambient interior lighting.
The Q3 wagon’s five-star
ANCAP safety rating also applies
to the Sportback. Lane-departure
warning, autonomous emergency
braking (with pedestrian and cyclist
detection), lane-change warning,
rear cross-traffic assist, tyre

pressure monitoring, hill-descent
control, parking sensors, a reversing
camera and six airbags are all fitted
standard.
The limited-run Launch Edition
takes the spec of the S-Line and
adds metallic paint, privacy glass,
a black exterior styling package,
folding and heated exterior mirrors,
an enhanced sound system, autodimming interior mirror, colour
interior lighting package, electric

front seats with lumbar support,
heated front seats, surroundview monitor and adaptive cruise
control with active lane assist and
emergency assist.
Both versions are powered by a
1.4-litre turbocharged petrol engine
developing 110kW/250Nm and
driving the front wheels via a sixspeed dual-clutch auto.
FULL STORY: CLICK HERE

From complexity to simplicity
At the heart of all good communication is
simplicity. And what better tool to record your
message than the simple pencil?
And that’s the thinking that underpins the new
Voyager. Simpler to use, you can customise
Voyager to your specific needs, organising
data to find out what you want at a speed that
will surprise you, backed-up with the support
we’re known for and completely Australian
owned and managed.
So if your current DMS is getting too hard, give
Voyager a go!

FIND OUT
MORE

Get in touch to organise a demonstration or to discuss
the ways Voyager can improve your productivity
Voyager. It really is that simple.
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M Pure additions
M340i

X6 M50i

BMW bolsters performance-honed range with
new M Pure versions of 3 Series, X2, X5, X6
By CALLUM HUNTER

BMW Australia has bolstered
its local M Pure line-up with the
addition of four new models –
M340i xDrive Pure, X2 M35i Pure,
X5 M50i Pure and X6 M50i Pure –
all designed to broaden the appeal
and reach of BMW’s M division.
The new additions join the existing
M550i xDrive Pure to pad out the
M Pure line-up to five models, all
significantly undercutting the fullfat M Performance versions on
price.
According to BMW, the M Pure
models “retain the same powertrain
as the model on which they are
based but include a revised level of
specification” – hence the reduced
prices – which allows “buyers to
access a high level of performance
at a lower price point”.
SUBSCRIBE FREE: CLICK HERE

Retailing at $64,400 plus on-road
costs, the X2 M35i Pure marks a
saving of $5000 over the regular X2
M35i (from $69,400) but foregoes
certain equipment like Dakota
leather upholstery, heated electric
seats, lumbar support, BMW
Comfort Access and a Harman
Kardon sound system.
That said, 20-inch M light
alloy wheels, M Sport brakes, M
suspension, M Sport differential
(with front LSD), an automatic
tailgate, M Sport seats, a head-up
display and BMW Individual highgloss shadow line and anthracite
headlining all remain.
The M340i xDrive Pure sedan
retails at $94,900 plus on-roads,
$10,000 less than the regular M340i
xDrive ($104,900).
For the price, the Pure scores 19-

ADVERTISE: CLICK HERE

inch M light alloy wheels, M Sport
brakes and differential, Comfort
Access, adaptive LED headlights,
Driving Assistant Professional,
Parking Assistant Plus, wireless
smartphone charging, a head-up
display, anthracite headlining and
sport seats with Sensatec/Alcantara
upholstery.
Compared to the M340i, the
Pure version misses out on BMW
Laserlight with BMW Selective

Beam, a sunroof, Sensatec-trimmed
instrument panel, leather upholstery,
Harman Kardon surround-sound
system, heated front seats, ambient
lighting and automated tailgate.
Jumping up to the large SUVs,
the X5 and X6 M50i Pure variants
retail for $15,000 less than their
respective full-fruit counterparts,
set at $136,900 and $140,900
versus $151,900 and $155,900
respectively.
Both feature M Sport brakes,
differential,
exhaust
system,
steering and adaptive suspension,
Comfort Access, ambient lighting,
heated front seats, Driving Assistant
Professional and Parking Assistant
Plus, adaptive LED headlights,

wireless smartphone charging,
BMW Live Cockpit Professional,
BMW Individual high-gloss shadow
and panoramic glass sunroof, but
the X6 swaps the X5’s standard
electric seats for sports seats and
adds an automatic tailgate and headup display.
Both go without the adaptive
M
Suspension
Professional,
BMW Laserlight with BMW
Selective Beam, soft-close doors,
leather-trimmed BMW Individual
instrument panel, metallic paint,
Harman Kardon stereo, lumbar
support, four-zone climate control
and heated/cooled cupholders.
FULL STORY: CLICK HERE

FinTech Business Systems
40+ Lender Panel
Marketing Support
Training and Compliance Programs
Take control, protect and grow your Finance Penetration!
For more information, contact Ivan on 0423 082 767 or email hr@ausloans.com.au
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Fighting fit

Mercedes takes a more aggressive stance with
redesigned GLA SUV due here in third quarter
By CALLUM HUNTER

MERCEDES-BENZ
presented
its new-generation GLA compact
SUV at a digital world premiere
in Stuttgart recently ahead of an
Australian arrival set down for the
third quarter of this year.
The new GLA stands more than
100mm taller than the current model
as well as 30mm wider, and offers
more cabin space despite being
14mm shorter in length.
Daimler AG chairman of the
board of management and head of
Mercedes-Benz Cars Ola Kaellenius,
and Daimler Group chief design
officer Gorden Wagener, were on
hand to reveal the baby SUV and
said it had been made better in every
way.
“It offers more convenience, more
safety and more efficiency,” Mr
SUBSCRIBE FREE: CLICK HERE

Kaellenius said.
“Compared to its predecessor,
it has become taller and shorter
... it only gained in size where it
truly gained in convenience for the
passengers.”
This means more headroom
(+22mm), more rear legroom
(+116mm) and more boot space
which is up 14 litres to 435L.
The new styling follows largely in
the footsteps of its smaller hatchback
cousin, overall looking more
aggressive and rugged with a bigger
grille and wider front air intakes.
“It combines masculine off-roader
genes with our philosophy of sensual
purity,” Mr Wagener said.
As alluded to by various sketches
and development cars shown in
camouflage ahead of its unveiling,
the GLA also sports an extra window
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ahead of its C-pillar – a feature not
shared by its A-Class cousin – as
well as black protective cladding
around its skirts and chin.
Power will come courtesy of a
variety of four-cylinder engines,
though details of just two have been
revealed so far.
These include the GLA200 with a
1.3-litre turbocharged petrol engine
producing 120kW of power and
250Nm of torque, paired with a
seven-speed dual-clutch automatic
transmission (DCT).
Claimed fuel economy is between
5.6 and 5.9 litres per 100km.
Stepping up to the MercedesAMG GLA35 4Matic brings with it a
significant boost in power, its 2.0-litre
turbo producing 225kW/400Nm
paired with an eight-speed DCT.
The result is a 0-100km/h sprint in
5.1 seconds, and fuel economy of
7.4L/100km.
FULL STORY: CLICK HERE

HIGHER TECH, ECO ENGINES FOR UPDATED E-CLASS
By CALLUM HUNTER

MERCEDES-BENZ has released
partially camouflaged images and
initial details of its updated E-Class
large sedan and wagon ahead of the
new series’ Australian launch in
October.
While local pricing, variant
availability and exact specification
are yet to be announced, the
German prestige brand has issued
information at a global level
revolving around driver-assist
safety technology, enhanced luxury
and improved efficiency via new
combustion engines and up to seven
plug-in hybrid variants.
The already comprehensive
suite of driver-assist technology is
bolstered by Active Distance Assist
Distronic with route-based speed
adjustment, which uses LiveTraffic
data to recognise and respond to
looming tailbacks and slow-moving

traffic – even before the driver has
become aware of them.
This in turn partners with Active
Tailback Assist, which helps the
driver with lane keeping as well as
maintaining a safe distance, though
only up to 60km/h.
Active steering assist can then
help the driver avoid emergency
vehicles and form a rescue lane
on multi-lane carriageways, while
active brake assist and blind-spot
monitoring further improve safety.
A new 360-degree camera has
also been added to the Parking
Package.
FULL STORY: CLICK HERE

5 PART SALES POWER COURSE!

Our Power Course delivers one Sales Training Video to your inbox every day for the next 5 days

Training Includes :
DAY 1 - BUILDING RELATIONSHIPS
DAY 2 - PROSPECTING
DAY 3 - FOLLOW UP
DAY 4 - OBJECTIONS
DAY 5 - NEGOTIATING / CLOSING
THE BUSINESS
Ian Parker
PH: 0418 635 120
www.theautoacademy.com.au
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‘Under study’

All-new Jeep Gladiator ute to stick with V6 petrol
for now, but oil-burner believed to be in pipeline
By BYRON MATHIOUDAKIS

JEEP will launch the long-awaited
JT Gladiator in the second quarter
of this year without a turbo-diesel
option, but the all-new dual-cab
utility is expected to eventually be
offered with an oil-burning engine
further down the track.
The first Jeep utility in Australia
since the big SJ Wagoneer-based
J10 was discontinued in the mid1980s, the Gladiator is yet to be
confirmed with any diesel engine
availability anywhere in the world.
However, GoAuto understands it
is likely that a 3.0-litre V6 diesel is
in the pipeline.
Built by VM Motori, the engine
in question is believed to be a
development of the A630 3.0-litre
‘EcoDiesel’ DOHC V6 turbodiesel in which a variation currently
SUBSCRIBE FREE: CLICK HERE

servicing the WK2 Grand Cherokee
delivers 184kW of power and
570Nm of torque.
Speaking to journalists at the
international launch of the Gladiator
in New Zealand last month, Jeep’s
global president Christian Meunier
said the company is likely to make
an announcement on the future of
a diesel engine in the new series
soon, but cautioned there is no
confirmation a right-hand-drive
version will be engineered.
“We just launched the diesel in the
Wrangler in the US,” he said. “And
you will hear potentially about the
Gladiator (and diesel) as well, but is
it coming to Australia? That is under
study right now.”
As GoAuto has reported, all
Australian-bound
Gladiator
models will employ the same
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209kW/347Nm 3.6-litre Pentastar
V6 petrol engine and eight-speed
ZF torque-converter automatic
transmission combination as found
in the recently released JL Wrangler.
The six-speed manual available
elsewhere is not anticipated in this
market. Final local specification
information will be revealed closer
to launch, but stop/start engine tech
will be standard to help keep fuel
consumption down.
Described as “100 per cent
Jeep and 100 per cent truck”, the
Gladiator is essentially the fivedoor, five-seater wagon Wrangler
up to the B-pillar, and from then
on features bespoke dual-cab
bodywork, a rear tub of 1.5-metre
length to take two motorcycles, and
a revamped chassis adapted from the
Dodge Ram 1500 truck – including
a similar coil suspension set-up.
FULL STORY: CLICK HERE
Top FCA managers leave – page 20

VW AMAROK V6 MANUAL UTE NOW AVAILABLE
By CALLUM HUNTER

VOLKSWAGEN Australia has
introduced six-speed manual versions
of its Amarok V6, with the manual
Core and Core Enduro both priced
from $49,590 plus on-road costs.
Until January 31, however, VW
is offering a special pre-order
driveaway price of $48,990, inclusive
of the $1200 Enduro accessories
pack which adds black side decals,
bonnet protector and black sports bar.
According to VW Commercial
Vehicles Australia director Ryan
Davies, off-roading enthusiasts have
been pushing for a manual Amarok
for quite some time now.
“At every off-road, caravan and
camping expo and Big Red Bash
concert the team and I attend, we speak
with current owners and members of
the off-roading community who have
begged us to bring an Amarok V6
manual to Australia,” he said.

“It was because of that passion
that we were able to mount a case
with our head office in Germany to
build one and, based on Australia
remaining the number-one export
market in the world for the V6
Amarok, we are finally able to offer
this unique, Aussie-spec ’Rok.”
Not only was VW Australia
pivotal in securing production of
the manual Amarok, VW Australia
communications general manager
Paul Pottinger confirmed to GoAuto
that Australia was the only market
in the world being offered the new
transmission.
FULL STORY, PRICING: CLICK HERE
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Exotic car brand sales in Australia 2011-2019
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Top of the town
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Exotic car sales down 11 per cent last year but
Rolls-Royce, Lamborghini and Ferrari buck trend

500

By HAITHAM RAZAGUI

THE rarefied air in exotic car
showrooms around Australia was
disturbed by 10.8 per cent fewer
customers in 2019, accelerating a
downturn at the top end of town that
started with a 4.9 per cent decline
in 2018.
Much of the downturn came
from the arguably semi-exotic
brand Maserati, its 482 sales last
year marking a 24.9 per cent fall
and an unwelcome follow-up to
the 13.2 per cent decline recorded
in 2018 (on 642 units) after the
Italian marque peaked at 740 sales
in 2017 – the year the Levante SUV
launched and immediately found
429 buyers.
The trident brand is the biggest
seller among a cohort that includes
Aston Martin, Bentley, Ferrari,
Lamborghini, Lotus, McLaren and
Rolls-Royce, all of which deal in
much lower volumes/limited supply
and, if we take Maserati out of the
mix, collectively withstood the
slowing market conditions with
combined sales down less than 1.1
per cent in 2019 against an overall
new-vehicle market that was 7.8 per
SUBSCRIBE FREE: CLICK HERE

cent in the red.
Many of the deliveries made last
year were for orders placed well
before any belt-tightening among
ultra-high-net-worth individuals,
although most super-sports and
luxury brands are anticipating
another strong year ahead.
We also note that Australia’s
exotic car sales in 2019 were three
times higher than a decade ago. In
the same timeframe, the overall
new-vehicle market has grown 13.4
per cent.
Aside from Maserati, British
brand Aston Martin copped
the brunt of Australia’s market
contraction with its 129 deliveries
representing a 22.8 per cent drop.
Aston’s first SUV, the DBX, will
arrive Down Under mid-year and
promises to reverse the company’s
fortunes here and globally.
Compatriot
Bentley
moved
191 vehicles, down 8.2 per cent,
including a 27.6 per cent drop-off
in Bentayga SUV sales. An allnew Flying Spur limousine will
enter the mix this year, although
this is hardly going to move the
sales needle compared with the
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Continental and Bentayga.
It was not all bad news for Britain,
with Rolls-Royce up 37.5 per cent to
a record 55 deliveries, courtesy of 19
Cullinan SUVs entering the mix. A
Black Badge version of the Cullinan
should prove popular among high-
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rolling Aussies, while the nextgeneration Ghost junior limousine
may not arrive soon enough to have
an impact on local sales.
McLaren’s
auspiciously
symmetrical result of 88 units
in 2019 was consistent with the

McLaren

2018

2019

Rolls-Royce

year prior – but down on its 2017
peak of 116 sales – while the GT
supercar that arrived last November
is expected to become one of the
brand’s best-sellers here.
FULL STORY: CLICK HERE
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Air craft

US start-up Lucid has Tesla’s Model S in its sights
with Air electric sedan offering 743kW, 378km/h
By ROBBIE WALLIS

AMERICAN EV start-up Lucid has
revealed its production-ready Air
sedan, which is set for a public debut
at the New York motor show in April.
If the name sounds familiar, it is
because the original Air prototype
was first revealed in late 2016,
designed by former Audi and
Mazda designer Derek Jenkins and
developed by a team with a history
of Model S development.
Now ready for production, the Air
sedan features a high-performance
zero-emissions powertrain available
in two levels of specification.
The entry-level version employs
a 75kWh battery pack sourced from
Samsung and electric motor that
powers the rear wheels, producing
SUBSCRIBE FREE: CLICK HERE

298kW/600Nm and allowing a
driving range of around 386km.
Stepping up to the more powerful
variant increases battery capacity
to 130kWh, while the dualmotor powertrain can punch out a
fearsome 743kW while sporting
644km of range.
The more powerful version will
complete the 0-60mph (97km/h)
sprint in just 2.5 seconds, while topspeed tests from the company have
yielded staggering results of 378km/h.
Ride comfort comes courtesy of
air springs at all four corners, with
adaptive dampers allowing for
variable ride settings.
With no internal combustion
engine to speak of, the Air
maximises space with seating for

ADVERTISE: CLICK HERE

five and what it claims is “classleading legroom”.
Buyers can also option the fourseat ‘executive seating’ layout, which
includes two rear captain’s chairs
that can recline up to 55 degrees.
An expansive panoramic sunroof
provides a light, open atmosphere,
while digital screens on the instrument
cluster and upper dashboard are
joined by a third, portrait-style screen
on the lower dashboard.
A connected smartphone app
works with the car to organise
owners’ preferences, and can
perform functions like preconditioning the climate control and
lining up preferred music.
Autonomous driving technologies
will be included on the Air, with
Lucid not revealing details but
saying it will feature over-the-air
updates that will, over time, allow
greater levels of autonomy.
FULL STORY: CLICK HERE

MASERATI BEGINS EV POWERTRAIN DEVELOPMENT
By ROBBIE WALLIS

MASERATI has begun the testing
process for its first pure-electric
powertrain, with the GranTurismo
coupe and GranCabrio convertible
pair to be the Italian brand’s first
models to transition to batteryonly power.
Initially outlined in Maserati’s fiveyear business plan detailed in June
2018, the trident marque’s eventual
transition to electrified technology
has begun with the commencement
of testing at its factory in Modena.
Development mules have been
equipped with a zero-emission
powertrain that has been developed
in-house – and claimed to consist of
100 per cent Maserati technology –
at its Italian Innovation Lab.
Along with the usual testing
parameters such as acceleration,
peak power, range and battery
cooling, Maserati is also working

EV development car

on developing a unique sound for
its electric propulsion system.
Maserati says its EVs will have a
“distinct, signature sound”, carrying
on the legacy of its combustionengined siblings that have long been
noted for their sonorous engines.
The Italian sportscar brand is
testing its EV powertrain in both
road and track conditions, with
the data gathered from research to
be used for new electric set-ups on
future Maserati models.
FULL STORY: CLICK HERE

We innovate ...
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Does your current DMS react to integrations without
thought for dealer costs or deadlines?
Titan strengthens dealer data with timely
and direct OEM integrations (as standard).
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FCA AUSTRALIA SALES, MARKETING CHIEFS EXIT
These included four-and-a-half
FIAT Chrysler Automobiles (FCA) years as national government
Australia sales director Mark and rental fleet sales manager,
Palavestra and marketing director five-and-a-half years as business
Rebecca Williams have made development manager (fleet sales
unexpected departures from the Victoria), about four years as
company this month.
district sales manager of
A spokesperson has
light-commercial vehicles
confirmed that the two
(Victoria) and almost four
key members of the senior
years as district service
leadership team, which is
manager.
led by recently appointed
Ms Williams had spent a
managing director and
year leading the marketing
CEO Kevin Flynn, left Mark Palavestra function for FCA in
on Friday, January 17, and that Australia, which covers US brands
a recruitment process for direct Jeep, Chrysler and Dodge and Euro
replacements is now underway.
marques Alfa Romeo, Fiat, Abarth
The company declined to and Fiat Professional.
comment on the reasons behind the
She similarly brought a wide
departures.
range of experience to the position
Mr Palavestra had been in the top across a variety of leading brands.
sales job at FCA Australia for two
She had previously served for
years, joining in January 2018 as about two-and-a-half years with
a replacement for Edward Butler Nissan Australia – initially as
who after a year in the position was general manager of marketing before
headed to Nissan Australia as its stepping up to general manager
sales chief.
of brand and communications –
Prior to joining FCA, Mr and prior to that spent four-andPalavestra had spent six years as a-half years with Mercedes-Benz
sales director of Renault Australia.
Australia/Pacific.
He switched to the French brand
At the German prestige brand, Ms
after spending much of his career at Williams moved through a variety
GM Holden, where over some 18 of senior roles.
years he moved up through the ranks
across a variety of business areas.
FULL STORY: CLICK HERE
By TERRY MARTIN
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MACIVER JOINS HAVAL/GREAT WALL AS NEW HEAD OF MARKETING
As GoAuto has reported, Mr Maciver
HAVAL and Great Wall Motor was one of three new appointments
(GWM) Australia/New Zealand has at SsangYong announced in July
appointed former SsangYong and last year, with former Mitsubishi
Mazda executive Steve Maciver as and Holden executive John Taylor
head of marketing.
replacing Mr Ellis as PR and product
Mr Maciver spent only six months planning manager, and experienced
at SsangYong, which relaunched in marketer Steve Dimitrovski signing on
December 2018 under a new factory as digital and brand manager.
operation after going into recess
At Haval/GWM, Mr
under previous independent
Maciver replaces Bill Soo,
distributor Ateco Automotive.
who was head of marketing
His departure follows
at the Chinese car-maker
that of SsangYong Motors
from the time Haval entered
Australia managing director
Australia in 2015 under a
Tim Smith, who left the South
factory operation, initially
Steve
Maciver
Korean brand in October
reporting to Mr Smith who
after about 16 months in the top job, had served as chief marketing officer
and communications and product from Haval’s market launch until
planning manager Andrew Ellis, who shifting to SsangYong in mid-2018.
moved on in the first half of last year.
During Mr Smith’s tenure at Haval,
SsangYong is yet to announce GWM was brought into the fold and
a replacement for Mr Smith or Mr relaunched after being handed over
Maciver.
by Ateco, which in similar fashion to
By TERRY MARTIN

SsangYong was responsible for the
brand in its early stages.
Mr Maciver brings some two
decades’ experience to the position,
including 13 with Mazda Australia
and five with GM Holden.
Prior to joining SsangYong, Mr
Maciver was Mazda’s Victorian
state manager, responsible for all
operations in the state including
marketing, customer experience,
dealer development, wholesale and
retail sales, service and parts.
He was previously senior
manager of digital and loyalty – a
role he held for three-and-a-half
years – and earlier spent almost six
years as senior manager of public
relations, about a year as a product
analyst in the marketing department,
and almost two years as Mazda’s
learning and development manager.
FULL STORY: CLICK HERE
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Swansong

LAUNCH

JAN

Aston Martin DBS Superleggera Volante

FULL NEW CAR DIARY: CLICK HERE

Land Rover Discovery SE
Mazda CX-9
Mercedes-AMG GLC43/63 S

An update for Mitsubishi’s Triton-based
large SUV brings a mild facelift and extra
equipment, plus an attractive entry price for
private buyers of $45,990 driveaway.

Mercedes-Benz GLS400d
Mitsubishi Pajero Sport
Range Rover Sport SE

Bentley Mulsanne limousine and hallowed V8
engine given royal send-off with 6.75 Edition
By CALLUM HUNTER

BENTLEY has announced a
swansong limited edition for its
Mulsanne flagship sedan, which is set
to be consigned to the history books
and take with it the British superluxury brand’s legendary V8 engine.
The Mulsanne 6.75 Edition will
be restricted to just 30 examples,
marking the end of not only the
Mulsanne limousine but the mighty
6.75-litre V8 that has powered
Bentleys and previous Rolls-Royces
for 60 years.
To distinguish itself from the
‘regular’ Mulsanne, the 6.75
Edition will feature gloss-black
accents, darkened Flying B bonnet
mascot, chrome headlight and tailSUBSCRIBE FREE: CLICK HERE

light surrounds, Mulliner Serenity
radiator grille and exhaust tips,
machine-finished 21-inch fivespoke Mulsanne Speed wheels and
special chrome badging.
Inside, buyers will have the option
of four leather upholstery tones –
Imperial Blue, Beluga, Fireglow and
Newmarket Tan – featuring silver
linings which continue through
other elements of the interior.
A commemorative ‘6.75 Edition’
plaque will adorn the centre console,
while the ‘organ stop’ ventilation
controls have been replaced by units
replicating the engine’s oil cap.
The seats will also sport a ‘6.75
Edition’ motif stitched into the
leather with the same logo also being

ADVERTISE: CLICK HERE

projected by the LED welcome
lamps as well as schematic cutaway
drawings of the engine displayed on
the clocks and minor gauges.
Not stopping there, Bentley has
further underscored the powertrain’s
last stand with a blackened exhaust
manifold – usually silver – and an
engine plaque signed by Bentley
chairman and chief executive
Adrian Hallmark.
No changes have been made to
the famed L-Series V8 which is
carried over unchanged from the

Mulsanne Speed, meaning the
Mulsanne swansong scores the
same 395kW/1100Nm punch as its
donor car, resulting in a sub-fivesecond sprint to 100km/h and a top
speed of just over 300km/h.
Bentley Motors member of
the board for sales, marketing
and aftersales Chris Craft said
Mulsanne production is coming to
an end due to “significant customer
demand” across the luxury brand’s
model lines.
“We will be redeploying all of

our manufacturing colleagues who
currently work on the Mulsanne to
other areas of the business,” he said.
“The Mulsanne has played
a pivotal role in maintaining
Bentley’s position as global leader
of the luxury limousine segment.
“The flagship of our model
range, its longevity is a testament
to our ongoing commitment to
hand-building the finest motor cars
in the world.”
FULL STORY: CLICK HERE

WE’LL HELP YOU SELL CARS.
AND YOURSELF.
Autotrader helps you promote your dealership with dealer pages, so buyers know more about you before they buy.

autotrader.com.au
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Fixing the
finance drought
The banks are making it hard to close car deals,
but there are ways around the big dry

Dealers feared
uninsured as hail strikes

Regional dealers
in ‘quiet exodus’

Clean-up underway as KPMG alerts dealers
on claims and management of damaged cars

A ‘perfect storm’ of a credit squeeze,
high costs and poor sales withers rural core
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By JOHN MELLOR

OVER-REACTION to moves by
regulators attempting to protect car
buyers from over-extending on the
amount of money they borrow has
caused a credit squeeze which most
in the industry believe is responsible
for a downturn in dealer sales of
both new and used cars.
The buyers are there, they just
cannot get funding.
Flying under the flag of “responsible
lending”, the big financiers and banks
are so afraid of being beaten up by
ASIC and the media they have run for
the hills and will only accept loans of
the highest quality.
Working to a strict formula of
creditworthiness, the banks are refusing
loans that would in normal times have
sailed through the approvals process.
But not only are new-vehicle sales
falling through, used-car deals are
being denied as well.
One smallish regional city dealer
sent GoAutoNews Premium the picture
published on the following page which
tells the story. He sent the image and

an explanation to 180 MPs, many of
whom replied that they ‘had no idea’
that the responsible lending rules were
having these unintended consequences.
The image shows two storage
boxes holding 231 loan applications
that have been rejected in his usedcar department at a rate of about 15
a month. The additional 31 rejected
loans on the top are for the last three
months of 2019. During that time
just 25 customers were approved for
used-car loans by big financiers.
But help is on its way.
In this issue of GoAutoNews
Premium we look at one of two
alternative directions on financing
that are racing to fill in the
automotive funding gap left by
the big banks and the responsible
lending crisis in car dealerships.
The first is Allied Credit, a
longstanding financier which has
recently moved into retail car finance
and which rejects the ‘tick-the-box’
form of loan approvals which are seeing
so many loan applications turned down.
Continued next page
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Provincial city dealer: Rejected loans now running at 25 per month
Continued from previous page

Allied Credit is appointing skilled
people whose role is to find the middle
ground by workshopping with dealers
to set the price, terms and conditions
that a buyer can afford while meeting
the rules of responsible lending.
Allied Credit is also a unique
animal. It is entering into partnerships
with the bigger dealer groups,
effectively allowing dealers to own
half of their own finance company.
This is seen as an alternative
to relying on property as a way
of investing in the future of the
businesses of participating dealers.
In next week’s issue GoAutoNews
Premium talks to Scott Hardie,
a finance industry specialist and
consultant at KPMG Motor Industry
Services which is talking to dealers
about strategies to recover lost sales
that occurred when buyers funding
their cars by topping up on their
home loans dried up the wake of
the drop in house values and banks
EDITION 1006 - JAN 29, 2020

frowning on the practice following
the banking royal commission.
Something like 30 per cent of
vehicle sales to private buyers were
being funded on home-loan add-ins
because inflating house values were
rising so far above home loan lending
limits that there was enough gap to fit
a car under the limit on loan amount.
But when housing values dropped
by seven-figure sums, suddenly there
were all these potential car buyers
facing the prospect of exceeding
their loan limit and an unwelcome
demand to put more cash up to
cover the limit. So putting in a car
on top of the house was risky and no
longer viable.
Scott Hardie talks to GoAutoNews
Premium about how dealers recover
the missing home-loan top-up deals
that have dug so deeply into monthly
sales numbers.
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A GREAT DEAL
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ALLIED CREDIT TO FILL FUNDING GAP
ALLIED CREDIT INVITES OWNERSHIP
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Allied Credit to
fill funding gap
Forget formula financing: New player in car finance working with buyers to get deals over the line
By JOHN MELLOR

ALLIED Credit, the business
funding retail finance for many
of Australia’s biggest names
in motorcycling, marine and
powersports for the past decade,
has revealed a unique dealer-centric
business model as it sets off on a
plan to become a significant player
in the larger car finance market.
Its key unique selling proposition
is that Allied Credit can form
joint ventures with larger dealer
groups enabling dealers to invest
in the fortunes of their own finance
company.
This is especially appealing to
larger dealer groups although all
dealers can benefit from the dealerEDITION 1006 - JAN 29, 2020

centric nature of the business provisions laid across cars loans by
whether they are invested in the loan the regulators which have effectively
book or not.
imposed a credit squeeze on new and
The JV completely changes the used car loans from car dealerships.
relationship between dealers and
As banks tighten and limit the
their retail finance house
qualifications buyers require
because both sides of the
for approval, dealers are
relationship have a common
struggling to get loans for
interest. (See ‘Allied Credit
their buyers and this is
invites ownership’ story)
hurting sales results. The
The second USP is that
collateral damage from this
Allied Credit is setting
loss of sales is ricocheting
Jon
Moodie
up an experienced loan
though the entire dealership
relationship team that will work operations and jobs are being lost.
with dealers to workshop loans to
With the banks working to a strict
help buyers get suitable finance.
risk formula – if you don’t fit into
Allied Credit is seizing on the rigid the formula you don’t get the loan
interpretation by the big financiers – Allied Credit is one of a number
and banks to the responsible lending of financiers trying to step into the

SUBSCRIBE FREE: CLICK HERE
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gap that is being created in the car
finance market.
The newly appointed CEO of
Allied Credit and former chief of
Macquarie Lending, Jon Moodie,
told GoAutoNews Premium: “It is
fair to say that the banks are heading
down a pathway of simplification
and standardisation. Things need
to fit more within a risk box for the
banks to feel comfortable.
“So there is an opportunity for
non-bank finance companies to
operate in the market and provide
value to generate new customers
(for dealerships). That is clear. That
is probably why you are seeing
more financiers in the market,” Mr
Moodie said.

The company believes that a ‘Yes
or No’ loan environment is not the
only solution to vehicle finance and
that there are many shades of grey
that can be accepted within the
responsible lending guidelines.
“It is a case of setting your credit
appetite with your pricing and then
your processes internally,” Mr
Moodie said. “A mixture of those
things will create the business model
that works.
“It is fair to say that in our case
we would probably have a broader
appetite than a regulated bank.
The big banks are pushing for
high quality business only. It is an
efficiency thing for the big banks.
Continued next page
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Continued from previous page
sometimes hard for dealers to get
“It is about standardisation and hold of someone at the bank. So we
simplification that lends itself to are trying to position ourselves as
fewer vanilla deals whereas we see different from that.”
ourselves as a broader lender and a
Russell Bryant, the chief
good partner for dealerships to have. operating officer of Allied Credit
“That does not mean that we will and also a former senior manager
do credit impaired business
at Macquarie Leasing, said
but we consider ourselves to
that Allied Credit would
be good partners. If a deal is
be a back-up for a dealer’s
difficult you can workshop
captive financier where “the
with us and talk to us and
deal may not be quite right,
see if we can find some ways
the pricing is not quite there
that the customer is suitably
or the conditions on the deal
looked after. We have a Russell Bryant are not acceptable”.
model that is geared to do that.
“It is not just black and white.
“We have the staff to do that These days there are deals in between
and we are increasing our staff and there are used cars as well. That
numbers as well. We are opening a is another opportunity,” he said.
Melbourne office to build a credit
Mr Moodie said that the company
settlements team and we are always had been surprised “at how many
looking for experienced people who new cars we have been financing
can communicate with the dealers and that says to us that dealers
and the business managers to talk sense that a deal is not going to be
through deals.
automatically approved through the
“Some of our larger competitors captive or a bank”.
and big banks are systems-based
so if the computer says ‘No’ it is
FULL STORY: CLICK HERE
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Transform dealership
data into success
The KPMG Automotive Intelligence Portal consolidates multiple dealership
data sources into a powerful, customisable dashboard, unveiling valuable
insights into the drivers of your business.
Request a free demo at: autointelligence.kpmg.com.au
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Allied Credit invites
ownership

Investing in a car finance loan book is being
presented as an alternative to dealer property
By JOHN MELLOR

ALLIED Credit, a provider of
retail finance in the motorcycling,
marine and powersports market
for a decade and now expanding
into car retail finance, is inviting
dealers, especially dealer groups,
to come inside the vehicle finance
tent as joint venture partners in car
finance with mutual ownership of
the finance book.
The unusual business model
is designed to make the finance
company operate in a dealer-centric
way with both sides working in each
other’s interests.
Russell Bryant, the chief
operating officer of Allied Credit
and also a former division director
at Macquarie Leasing, told
GoAutoNews Premium: “Some
EDITION 1006 - JAN 29, 2020

finance companies in the past had
really great relationships with
their dealers and we can drive that
relationship further through the
joint venture arrangements with the
dealership groups.
“We have a number of different
models. The most obvious and
simplest is just the standard
automotive finance as one of a
dealer’s brands that is effectively
a second string finance offer for a
dealership.
“At the other end of the spectrum
is a full joint venture where
the dealer actually owns and
participates in the actual loan book,
which is quite unusual.”
The CEO of Allied Credit
and former chief of Macquarie
Lending, Jon Moodie, told

SUBSCRIBE FREE: CLICK HERE
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GoAutoNews Premium: “The
beauty of the JV model is that both
parties want the same thing. They
want the book to perform.
“So the dealer partner is not going
to put bad quality business in.
“The discussions we have with
our joint venture partners are very
different from the discussions we used
to have with dealers in our past lives
where the dealer does not have a stake
in the performance of the loan book.
“There is much more trust. We are

all aligned towards the same goals.
“It is fair to say the joint venture
model is really built for the larger
dealer groups that write reasonable
amounts of business each month. It
does not work for everybody. But
we have the normal brand that does
the normal retail business as if we
were any finance company.”
Mr Bryant said that dealers could
“effectively try before they get
involved more deeply with us by
using the standard finance offering to

see what dealing with Allied is like”.
“The JV model can really work
where there is a large enough
volume of business and the
alignment between the dealership
and the financier is incredibly
strong compared to the alignment
between a dealership and a bank
where all the risk and all the return
from the loan book is taken by the
bank,” he said.
FULL STORY: CLICK HERE
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Dealers feared uninsured
as hail strikes

57,762

ABSOLUTE
RESULTS

Appointments Made

29,678

TODAY & TOMORROW

Showroom Guests

14,813
VEHICLES SOLD

Clean-up underway as KPMG alerts dealers on
claims and management of damaged cars
By NEIL DOWLING

HAIL storms and flooding have
damaged an estimated 50,000
dealer and private vehicles with
some estimates of perhaps close
to 10,000 vehicles damaged in
Canberra alone.
The industry is now faced with
an unprecedented level of repair,
replacement and sales activity in the
wake of the storm that spread from
the Gold Coast down to Melbourne
and inland to Canberra. The bill
is said to be around $1 billion; a
healthy injection for the repair and
retail industry that will be largely
funded from insurance reserves.
The
Australian
Automotive
Dealer Association (AADA) said
the size of the natural disaster was
yet to be fully assessed.
EDITION 1006 - JAN 29, 2020

AADA CEO James Voortman,
based in Canberra, said he was aware
of significant damage in the ACT,
especially in Belconnen – where
one large dealership may have 300
damaged vehicles – and Fyshwick.
“It is an extensive loss, with
hundreds of vehicles affected and
we are yet to know the level of cover
for these vehicles,” he said.
“This will severely affect many
dealerships and I hope that the
OEMs take this into consideration
when setting sales targets.”
Meanwhile, KPMG national lead
of Motor Industry Services, Steven
Bragg, told GoAutoNews Premium
that there are things affected dealers
need to know.
He said hail-insured cars needed
to be assessed on a timely basis.
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“Normally the assessor will
identify the cars damaged as
category A, B or C depending on the
level of damage,” he said.
“The A, B and C categories are
then assigned a standard value claim
per car in the stock listings for the
overall claim.
“It is important that the dealer be
careful of public expectations and
media hype surrounding the value
of the hail damage discount. This
can work in your favour; however, it

can also be detrimental to potential
gross margins.
“Sales staff should not abandon
the ‘road to a sale’. They should
build value in hail-damage cars and
not merely offer a steep discount to
get the sale.
“Some hail insurance policies are
capped at a maximum value for the
claim. Unfortunately, the A, B and
C formula claim value noted above
may be higher than your maximum
cap and therefore the claim may be

adjusted down to the lower capped
claim value.
“The capped claim value may
present significant cashflow issues
for dealers that have damage to
their vehicle stock in excess of the
insurance claim.”
Mr Bragg said while hail damage
was the immediate concern, some
insurance policies also allow for a
business interruption claim.
FULL STORY: CLICK HERE
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KPMG’s top tips to
maximise a hail sale:
Dealers along the east coast have thousands of cars to clear and here is the best way to do it

1.

2.

Perform a detailed stocktake
before the sale and make sure
you know the location of each
vehicle. Work out what vehicles
you are prepared to sell.
Have a firm and simple
pricing policy: Make it
simple for your customers
and sales team to understand.
Discounts should be based on
damage and not the type of
vehicle. If there are only a few
dents you may discount $250
per dent or $1000 per panel if
more substantial damage. Be
consistent so it makes sense
to customers. Better-selling
models should not be given
less damage discount but
less retail discount. For your

3.

4.

customers it will be all about
the value proposition.
Hail damage discount should
be in addition to a normal
discount
that
customers
should be able to achieve.
If you try to use the damage
discount to give less retail
discount, customers will smell
this a mile away and start to
doubt if the sale is genuine.
Your sales team will also be
more engaged and influential
to close the sale if they see
genuine savings for customers.
Display all of your vehicles
for sale. Open your stock
yards and warehouses. If need
be rent a space and create a
warehouse-type feel. This

5.

6.

will only enhance the feeling
of wholesale discounts.
Get a war room together and
get your people on the phone up
to a week out from the sale and
make appointments. Role play
objections around insurance
and questions regarding “how
much discount”. This is a
sale where the customer is
incentivised to visit you.
Price every car on a master
list showing RRP (including
options), discount, further
hail discount, final driveaway
price. If you get busy during
the sale you don’t want
salespeople wanting you to
calculate a discount and keep
a customer waiting.

7.

8.

Display the price on every car
either using a Was/Is hanger
sign or with a paint texta on
a window/windscreen. Show
RRP, discount, hail sale
discount and final driveaway
price. Show and highlight
total discount. Also show
discount as a percentage to
create value to the customers.
Keep these prices off the
internet.
Don’t assume you don’t have
to do the ‘Road to a Sale’ –
remember your customers
are still buying a car, not a
discount, and they need to
be sold on the car first. Also
you don’t want to offend your
customers by delivering a

poor experience. Hopefully
they will come back to buy
more cars in the future and
you don’t want one hail sale
event to put them off you for
life. Get extra casual staff in
for the day if you predict you
will be very busy.
9. Be sure to maximise
accessory and finance gross.
Advertise special deals in
these areas on each vehicle.
Make sure payments are on
each vehicle sign/window.
10. When completing a deal, take
photos of the hail damage and
share with the customer so that
there are no disagreements on
delivery about the level of
hail damage.

Author: Joel Shashoua, director, KPMG Motor Industry Services, is a 20-year automotive industry veteran who has managed hail sales during his career.
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FLEET FRIDAY
DEALER ONLY ONLINE AUCTION
EVERY FRIDAY AT 11:00AM AEST
A great selection of lease
and rental vehicles from
some of our top fleet
companies in a dealer
only simulcast auction.
PASSENGER
& COMMERCIAL

Enquiries: Danielle Banasiak
M: 0400 884 708
E: danielle.banasiak@manheim.com.au

Web:
manheim.com.au
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Manheim announces
hail cover

POPULAR STORIES

Payroll penalty
can hurt
Getting the payroll wrong can hurt
both your image as an employer
and as a reputable business
CLICK HERE

Plan by auctioneer to protect assets from hail
announced on eve of latest storm
By NEIL DOWLING

IN A very timely move, vehicle and
industrial asset auctioneer Manheim
is investing in a multimilliondollar way to ensure the protection
of customer vehicles while on its
premises.
Announced less than a day before
the latest hailstorm hit the east coast,
Manheim’s plan to build protective
canopies over its assets was based on
the December 2018 hailstorm event.
Now it has awarded a contract to
MakMax Australia to design and
build large-scale protective canopies
at its auction sites in Melbourne,
Sydney and Brisbane. Work starts
this quarter.
The canopies will protect vehicles
onsite from damage during extreme
weather events like the recent
hailstorm that wrecked cars from
Melbourne to Brisbane.
The decision to build the canopies
EDITION 1006 - JAN 29, 2020

was triggered after the hailstorm
that impacted Sydney in December
2018 and which resulted in $675
million worth of property and asset
insurance claims.
Manheim spokesman Mathew
McAuley said the infrastructure
investment in order to protect
their customers’ vehicles will cost
approximately $5 million.
He said that the structures will
have the ability to accommodate
and protect more than 6000 vehicles
across Manheim sites in Melbourne,
Sydney and Brisbane.
Manheim’s CEO Charles Cumming
said: “This project represents a
significant investment in our facilities
and, combined with our existing
undercover storage areas, will ensure
Manheim can provide extensive
protection for our customer’s assets.”

NO ONE KNOWS WHERE
2020 IS HEADED.
GET CERTAINTY
WITH GUMTREE CARS

We know Australian car shoppers. We also know
what they’re looking for and why. We even
know where and when they’re looking for cars.
With over 7 million people buying and selling
on Gumtree, Gumtree Cars represents the best
value for your dealership in the cars category.
To support our dealers in times of uncertainty,
we’re going the extra mile, committing to no
price rise in 2020.
Lock in your subscription and find certainty.
Join Gumtree Cars today.
Gumtreeforbusiness.com.au

FULL STORY: CLICK HERE
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Regional dealers in
‘quiet exodus’

A ‘perfect storm’ of a credit squeeze, high costs
and poor sales withers rural core
By NEIL DOWLING

DROUGHTS and a governmentenforced credit squeeze is killing
off some Australian regional
dealerships in a quiet exodus that
has negative implications for OEMs
and country motorists.
Many of the closures are not
reported and barely raise much
interest. The trend is almost invisible
to city-based Australians and is
making country life increasingly
isolated and more difficult.
In the past six months, some of
the closures include: Porsche and
Audi dealerships in Darwin; five
franchises in Kalgoorlie; a major
franchise in south-east NSW;
Southern Downs Automotive in the
Queensland town of Warwick; and
the five-franchise Bunbury Auto
Group in WA’s south-west. Others
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have occurred with less fanfare.
The volume of sales in some
regional centres is failing to make
dealerships viable. The impending
closure of five franchises under
the Westland and Goldfields Auto
banners in Kalgoorlie are examples
where the business became unviable.
The dealerships, part of Regents
Group which is based in Perth and
operates in WA and the NT, will close
at the end of this month with reports
from the dealer principal Robert
Murison that the reasons included
the weak retail environment,
tightened lending criteria and
residents choosing to buy cars in
Perth rather than Kalgoorlie.
In a report by the town’s
newspaper, the Kalgoorlie Miner,
Mr Murison said: “When the
(current owners) bought the business
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in 2008 there were about 2500 new
cars registered in Kalgoorlie every
year. Now it is about 1200 a year.
“People (buying) new cars in
Perth makes it extremely difficult
for a dealership our size to achieve
their targets.”
KPMG automotive analyst and the
national lead of its Motor Industry
Services division, Steven Bragg,
told GoAutoNews Premium that he
believed the trend was cyclical and
mostly in line with the constant

changes of fortunes in rural areas.
However, he said the past two years
had seen an almost “perfect storm”
for the automotive industry and
especially for regional dealerships.
He does not believe the market
conditions will improve for the next
six months.
Mr Bragg said difficulties were
being experienced by brands that
historically had few problems
with sales.
He cited Holden as being

particularly weakened by a
multitude of factors, and Mazda
was down 12.3 per cent in 2019
as private-sector sales – on which
Mazda relies almost exclusively –
have fallen sharply.
“We have had 22 months of
consecutive car sales declines
which has made business difficult
for most dealerships in all parts of
Australia,” he said.
FULL STORY: CLICK HERE
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Governments
‘hammer industry’

HELLO SUMMER

HELLO opportunity
Take full advantage over Summer by offering
ALL your customers cool tints from MotorOne.
Choose from Street Legal, Protektiv Ceramic
or Cancer Council endorsed films.
It’s an easy sell, we’re fully stocked-up,
there’s never been a better time
to go for it!

VACC pre-budget submission asks Canberra
to get off the back of the car industry
By NEIL DOWLING
or the threshold raised to $125,000.
IN ITS pre-budget submission to It is currently $66,331, about
the federal treasury, the Victorian the price of an HSV Colorado
Automobile Chamber of Commerce SportsCat 4WD ute.
(VACC) is citing tough times in the
The chamber said the LCT is
automotive industry and stressing an anomaly and was constraining
the urgent need for the government the economy while being unfairly
to allow the industry to
focused on the automotive
improve its competitiveness
sector without including
and achieve sustainable
more typical luxury items
growth over the longer term.
such as boats and jewellery.
The VACC submission,
VACC
CEO
Geoff
now being finalised after
Gwilym told GoAutoNews
input from automotive
Premium that “in an era
Geoff
Gwilym
groups and its own members,
where new motor vehicle
contains 14 recommendations that sales have been in decline by eight
the chamber deems vital to maintain per cent for the past 18 months and
and grow the industry.
dealer margins have been squeezed
One key issue that the VACC to just 1.5 per cent, there is little
wants remedied is the luxury car justification for any luxury car tax,
tax and has proposed it be removed let alone the double luxury car tax
EDITION 1006 - JAN 29, 2020
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motorone.com/window-tint

impost served on a large section of
the automotive industry”.
“The discrimination against
the automotive industry is further
enforced by the fact that other
goods traditionally deemed as
‘luxury’ items such as motor boats,
yachts and jewellery are not taxed
as such,” he said.
Mr Gwilym said the additional
impost of the “super-luxury car
tax” – an additional stamp duty
rate for vehicles above $100,000

– by Victorian and Queensland
governments
was
further
damaging the industry and also
needs to be repealed.
“The
government
has
to
understand that the industry is being
hammered,” he said.
“There are people making
decisions based on new-car sales
that are having the exact opposite
effect of supporting an industry.
“We are seeing repeated months
of falling car sales. These fees are

a huge impost. It has really cost the
industry a lot in sales, in revenue,
in employment and has cost the car
buyer as well.
“Margins are low in the
dealerships and the government has
to understand how much extra taxes
and charges make to the viability of
businesses and the flow-on effect
to employment and the business
contribution to its own revenue.”
FULL STORY: CLICK HERE
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Fuchs moves,
increases investment

Nulon production integrates with Fuchs’
two Australian facilities after $5m investment
By NEIL DOWLING

LUBRICANTS company Fuchs will
centralise its Australian production,
bringing its Nulon brand into the
same facilities for the first time.
Nulon, an Australian familyowned company until sold to Fuchs
last year, will remain a separate
brand name.
Nulon lubricants and additives were
previously made in Moorebank in New
South Wales. It will now join the Fuchs
products at two facilities at Sunshine,
Victoria, and Beresford, NSW.
The production change also sees
Fuchs commit to invest a total
of $5 million to upgrade the two
production facilities.
Fuchs Australasia managing
director Wayne Hoiles said: “We
are investing $4 million to upgrade
these two facilities to manufacture
EDITION 1006 - JAN 29, 2020

Nulon products and engine coolants
with a greater level of automation.”
The business is also investing
more than $1 million in new IT
systems and technology to integrate
the production.
“The move means that we will
have greater capacity to increase
production volume and allows
Nulon improved scope to deliver
innovative new products to the
market,” Mr Hoiles said.
“We will remain the only automotive
fluids supplier who is manufacturing
lubricants, additives, greases and
engine coolants in Australia.”
He said Fuchs and Nulon
customers will further benefit
from global technology and local
manufacturing capabilities.
“All Nulon products will benefit
from world best-practice production
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100 good reasons to join VACC

Reason #49
VACC members have
access to dedicated
Area Managers

standards and customers will
continue to receive best-in-breed
products that their consumers rely
on them to provide,” he said.
“We
are
committed
to
manufacturing Nulon products
in Australia and will continue to
market Nulon as a separate iconic
Australian brand.”
Fuchs bought Nulon to expand
its presence in the Australian
automotive retail sector. Fuchs
already supplies its branded oil

products to automotive markets.
At the time of its acquisition, Mr
Hoiles said it was a very strong fit
for both companies.
“It is two family-run businesses
coming together. Fuchs’ strong
research
and
development
capabilities will enhance the
innovation platform that Nulon is
best known for,” he said.
Nulon was founded in 1980 by
Leon Simons and is now run by his
sons, Greg and John.

It employs about 60 people and
its products are sold through auto
accessory retail outlets in Australia
and New Zealand.
Fuchs Group is the world’s biggest
independent lubricant manufacturer. It
was started in Mannheim in 1931 and
now employs more than 5000 people
worldwide at 58 operating companies.
Its main sales markets are Western
Europe, Asia and North America.
READ STORY ONLINE: CLICK HERE
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For Fun’s Sake
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Subscription links on
dealer websites
Booran Motor Group first to feature
Carly subscription links from its
online vehicle stock listings
CLICK HERE

Suzuki has a dig at the Europeans with its
‘free gimmick’ Baleno TVC
By NEIL DOWLING

SUZUKI has taken to poking fun
at its European rivals with a cheeky
TV advertisement that showcases
gimmicks to the background of a
German accent.
The ‘For Fun’s Sake’ campaign
centres around the Baleno model
and a talking car that activates when
a door is opened – including the
glovebox, boot, sun visor and centre
console bin.
“Glovebox?
More
like
a
chatterbox, am I right? I mean, does
anyone actually put gloves in here?”
a car compartment asks.
The TVC shows the car talking
from these compartments, claiming
“Suzuki have succeeded where
others have wasted millions”.
The campaign will roll out across
TV, online, social media, radio,
podcast and website.
Creative team Deloitte Digital
said the ad shows Suzuki in a new
EDITION 1006 - JAN 29, 2020

light as a gimmick-driven company
and parallels some of the features of
European car-makers.
Deloitte’s chief creative officer
Matt Lawson said in media
publication
Mumbrella
that:
“Although packed with all the
modern necessities, the new Suzuki
Baleno is excellently priced because
it doesn’t have the gimmicky
features that tend to put the price up.
“Well, until now. This campaign
is set in a parallel world, a world
where Suzuki does gimmicks …
and has a German accent.”
Suzuki
Australia
national
marketing manager Daniel Mercuri
said: “In keeping with our ‘For
Fun’s Sake’ brand platform, we’ve
delivered this value proposition in
a tongue-in-cheek way, while at
the same time poking a bit of fun at
premium European car brands.”

Want to convert more leads to sales?
AutoPlay’s Sales Pipeline simplifies lead
management – capturing all your leads via
one simple platform.

AutoPlay improves efficiency,
helping dealerships sell better.
We connect buyers and sellers through our
smart digital tools, helping salespeople sell
more cars.

Find out more: autoplay.com.au | 1800 945 201
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